
Appendix A: Additional guidance for parents 

Homework timetable 

Your son/daughter will have a timetable for homework at the start of the academic year and will record this 

in their student planner.  The number of homework tasks set per evening varies across different year 

groups: 

KS3 Year 7, 8, 9 2 – 3 homework tasks per evening 

KS4 Year 10, 11 4-5 homework tasks per evening

Students in year 7 and 8 are expected to spend 20 – 30 minutes on each homework task ie between 40 

and 90 minutes per day.  

Students in year 9 are expected to spend 30 minutes on each homework task ie 1 -1 ½ hours per day. 

Students in years 10 and 11 are expected to spend 30 minutes per homework task ie 2  - 2 ½ hours per 

day. 

These differences reflect the age and academic stage of students. 

It is helpful to keep a copy of your child’s homework timetable and lesson timetable somewhere prominently 

in the home.  It is also helpful for parents to ask regularly (preferably daily!) about what homework has 

been set, for which subjects and when this is due.  Parents can use their Show my Homework log in to 
view set homework. There should be also be a record of this in the planner – if not, please ask why and 

encourage your son or daughter to keep a complete record for his/her benefit. 

Teachers will set homework according to the timetable and will give clear deadlines to students for when 

the homework must be completed and submitted.  Teachers will always allow 48 hours for homework to be 

completed and often longer in order to enable students to develop the skill of planning their school work 

around their other activities. This is a skill which parents may be able to help with, particularly in years 7 

and 8 until students are able to manage this increasingly by themselves. If there are exceptional 

circumstances and students believe that they may not be able to complete the homework in this timescale, 

they should see their teachers and ask if an extended deadline is possible. 

If your son/daughter has spent the advised amount of time on his/her homework but has not finished it, 

please sign in the margin of the work and state how long has been spent on the homework.  This is very 

helpful for the teacher to know. 

Year 7 

Students in year 7 will have a gradual introduction into their homework timetable as part of their ongoing 

transition to being secondary school students.  This will mean that for the first three weeks of term year 7 

students will only have homework in English, maths and science.  For the following weeks until October 

half term they will complete homework in Geography, History and French in addition to English, maths and 

science.  From October half term, students will complete homework as per the full timetable. 

Creating the right environment 

Try to encourage good homework habits.  Make sure that a suitable space is available with as few 

distractions as possible.  Do not delay starting homework tasks.  Many students find it helpful to get into a 

habit of starting homework at a certain time: some prefer to start homework immediately on returning 

home, 
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others find it helpful to start homework after a short rest.  Homework is best not left until late evening. If 

your son/daughter is set a computer based homework or likes to work in his/her room, check from time to 

time that he/she is on task and that technology (social media etc) is not a distraction. 

Expectations regarding work set 

Teachers will make the purpose of homework clear to students when it is set.  Students should try to keep 

this in mind when completing the task.  Success criteria will also be shared so that students have a clear 

idea of what they are aiming to produce and how this will be assessed. 

Please reinforce with your son/daughter that work should be presented tidily and any sheets should be 

stuck into his/her book.  Work should be written in blue or black pen, with corrections and spellings written 

in green pen (once in the margin and once at the back of the student’s book).  Each piece of work should 

be given a title and a date and both should be underlined neatly.  Homework should be written in the 

margin at the start of the work and the amount of minutes spend on the task should be recorded beneath. 

When your son/daughter is given work to complete using a computer, please be aware that we work hard 

to discourage a “cut and paste” approach.  This is unacceptable and is regarded as plagiarism. Research 

tasks are useful ways of developing skills of reading and assimilating information which should then be 

considered carefully before extracting and writing relevant information to suit the task given. When online or 

other sources of help have been used it is important that students acknowledge these with a clear 

reference.  

Students who take an interest in what they are learning, learn more.  Parents can be extremely effective in 

engendering this interest by simply asking your son/daughter about the work he/she is doing and looking at 

their books from time to time.  Where reading is set as a homework task, parents can help in ensuring that 

this is completed. 

Please encourage your son/daughter to proof read his/her work critically.  A green pen can be used to 

make any corrections.  Developing this habit early on will help your son or daughter to become a skilled 

communicator and will certainly improve their exam results. Use of the green pen will indicate to the 

teacher that your son/daughter is engaging in this process. Where you feel that handwriting does not 

constitute your son/daughter’s best work, please request that your son/daughter re-writes his/her work. 

When proof reading work, encourage your son/daughter to think about the following aspects: 

Presentation 

Are the title and date underlined neatly?  Is the writing legible and neat?  Has care been taken care over 

this piece of work? 

Punctuation 

Are there capital letters at the start of each sentence and for names?  Are there apostrophes (possession 

and omission) in the correct places?  Have full sentences been used when required?  Are there full stops 

and commas in the correct places? 
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Paragraphing 

Are there clearly indicated paragraphs? Students should show paragraphs by missing a line. ( Where 

students have proof read their work and believe they should have started a new paragraph, they can use 

the symbol “//” in green pen to indicate where they would like to add a new paragraph) 

Powerful vocabulary 

Could a more powerful word be included?  Are adverbs included?  Is the description as interesting and 

detailed as possible?  Has subject specific vocabulary been used accurately? 

Spelling 

Have previously incorrectly spelled words been checked (by looking at the list at the back of the book?  Has 

the correct homophone been used (there/their/they’re, two, to, too)? 

Feedback on homework 

Feedback on homework may be given through a variety of ways.  These could include: use/discussion of 

the work in class to support the learning in the next lesson; verbal feedback from the teacher; peer marking 

of work by another student; self-assessment; written comments by the teacher.  We are actively trying to 

engage students more in responding to written comments in their book in order to encourage them to 

evaluate and improve their own work.  Students will often be asked to respond to comments and should 

use their green pens to do so.  Students often find this the most valuable part of the learning dialogue with 

their teacher. 

Please look at your son/daughter’s books regularly and read the comments made by the teachers and your 

son/daughter’s responses.  If he/she is not writing these green pen comments, please encourage him/her 

to do so: this is one of the most effective ways of supporting the learning process. 

Revision 

Throughout the year revision tasks or tasks to support revision may be set as homework.  Revising is an 

important skill and essential to success in final examinations.  It is a skill that all students need to learn.  

Parents can support students with revision through encouragement, by monitoring that it takes place and 

through encouraging their children to engage in a variety of different revision techniques.  Revising shorter 

chunks of learning throughout the year makes end of year and external examinations much easier and less 

stressful. Further information on this can be found in the appendix.   

In addition to set homework tasks, ongoing revision is extremely helpful when it comes to end of year or 

external examinations.  If you son or daughter has not quite understood a concept in a lesson, encourage 

them to research or practise this at home, or indeed to ask their peers or teacher for help.  My Maths and 

Sam Learning are very helpful in consolidating school learning at home and can support across all subjects 

and all years.  Your son and daughter has individual log-ins for both of these sites. 



In the couple of months leading up to end of year exams, mocks or external examinations, you should 

expect your son or daughter to be doing more additional revision.  This may be in addition to other 

homework tasks set.  Please encourage your son or daughter to engage fully in this process. 

Controlled Assessment 

At various times, students in KS4 will be given controlled assessment tasks to complete for homework.  

Students need to develop their time-management skills from year 7 onwards so that they remain up to date 

with their work.  Homework tasks will be set in other subjects when controlled assessments are taking 

place and it is important that students do not fall behind in subjects by prioritising controlled assessments in 

others.  Controlled assessment deadlines will be published in advance to help students to manage their 

time effectively.  Parents can help in this by ensuring that their son/daughter plans ahead and does not 

leave tasks to the last minute. 

Absence 

If your son/daughter is absent, please ensure that on their return to school they see their teachers and 

ensure that they catch up on any work they have missed.  If students need extra help with missed work, 

they should arrange to see their teachers. Set homework can be viewed on Show my Homework. 

Parental involvement 

We want every student to make the most of the learning opportunities in school.  What happens outside the 

classroom can be just as important in this process as what happens within it which is why you, as parents, 

have a crucial role to play.   

Having high expectations of your son or daughter and having regular conversations about their learning 

makes a significant difference to their learning and by year 11 to their grades.  It is most helpful to start this 

process as soon as possible.  If you find your son/daughter unwilling to engage in conversation about their 

learning, try having a lightweight conversation in the car, or whilst on a long walk.  Suggestions for 

questions are included in Appendix B. 

Developing good habits is another way of supporting your son/daughter in their learning.  Encourage the 

reading of a newspaper (online or print) or watch the news together and discuss some of the issues that 

are of interest.  Considering the points of view of different people can be particularly helpful in developing 

young people’s thinking.  Many parents engage in paired reading with their children when they are younger 

but stop at secondary school age.  Paired reading can be an excellent way of engaging your son or 

daughter with more complicated texts or short stories that they may not otherwise engage in, and some 

young people will go on to read the rest of the book by themselves once interested in it.  Other parents 

have found that reading the same book as their son/daughter and then discussing what they have read or 

predicting what may happen next provides interesting conversation with their teen and encourages wider 

reading.  Audio books and downloads, which can be listened to together on car journeys are another 

excellent way of adding variety to the books (fiction and non-fiction) that young people engage with.  GCSE 

English and English Literature will require reading and response to pre-1900 fiction and non-fiction. 
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Appendix B: Engaging your son/daughter in conversation around learning 

Consider where and when to engage in conversation.  Hungry, tired teens may not be the best 

communicators. Teens can also find eye-contact off putting, so engaging in conversation whilst doing 

something else (the washing up, a car journey or a walk for example) can often be more successful. 

Be reassuring:  all young people will fail to meet their expectations at times, and many may come home 

and say they just can’t do it.  This is usually just a normal part of growing up.  Try not to compare your son 

or daughter to others, but instead look at the progress he or she is making over time. Small setbacks such 

as an occasional poor result are not the end of the world, it is the overall journey to becoming a successful 

learner that is important.  Such failures should not be blown out of proportion, but should be reflected upon 

so that students learn from them and then move on.  What could have been done differently that would 

have affected the outcome?  Could more time have been set aside for the task?  Should the task have 

been started sooner ideally? 

General questions that can be asked regularly include: 

 What did you find most interesting today?

 What did you learn that surprised you?

 Was there anything you found challenging today?

 What interesting questions were asked today?

When looking at your son/daughter’s books together, it can be helpful to ask: 

 Them to explain something to you that they have learned.  This really helps students to fully

understand and to remember something they have learned.

 Why their green pen work has made their work better

 How does X link to other curriculum areas?

 What questions do you have about the topic?

 What do you need to go over again to fully understand?
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Appendix C:  Supporting your son/daughter with revision in years 7,8 and 9 

Before anything else, 

Preparation is the key to success! 
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Top Ten Revision Tips 

1. Short bursts of revision (30-40 minutes) are most effective.  Concentration lapses after about half an

hour so a short break is needed before restarting revision.

2. Provide a quiet place to revise – and limit interruptions / sources of distraction, though many young

people do revise effectively with background music, and your son/daughter may want to move

around.

3. Check that your son/daughter is revising all subjects – not just the ones that he/she likes.

4. Encourage him/her to make his/her own revision notes because he/she will remember what he/she

has written down more easily.  Let your son/daughter stick key notes to cupboards, doors or mirrors

so he/she can see them every day.  Post-its are good for this.

5. Encourage your son/daughter to read his/her notes out loud.  He/she is twice as likely to remember

them, as opposed to just reading them in silence.

6. Help your son/daughter to try different techniques e.g. mind-maps, post-it notes to write key words

on, index cards (devise questions for one side and put answers on the other so he/she can test

him/herself later).  Use highlighter pens to mark important points.  Get him/her to try chanting or

making up a song.  Spend time testing your son/daughter.  Give plenty of encouragement!

7. Let your son/daughter know that everyone needs help with something at some stage. Get others in

the family involved – older siblings if you have them as they have been through it all quite recently.

8. Don’t over-emphasise the exams.  We don’t want your son/daughter to be stressed out!  Make sure

he/she gets plenty of sleep and exercise and has fun activities to look forward to.

9. Encourage your son/daughter to be positive. If he/she thinks he/she can succeed then he/she

probably will.  If he/she convinces him/herself that he/she will fail, then that will probably happen.

10. Allow enough time for revision – don’t leave it too late.  Ideally begin revising 6 weeks before the

start of your exams.
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Effective Revision 

To be effective, revision must be 

Active 

Get your child to work with a pen and paper, look for key points and test him/herself, or spend time 

testing them.  Don’t let them just sit and read for a set period.  Focus on tasks/areas to revise, not 

on time.  If a student just reads notes, they may retain as little as 10%. 

Organised 

Ask at the start of a revision session what your son/daughter want to complete in this session.  Use 

the revision lists to identify priority areas in each subject.  Encourage your son/daughter to spend 

time on the areas that he/she is not already confident in. 

Getting Started 

Starting by doing can be more effective, particularly for reluctant revisers. It may help to start with a 

subject your son/daughter likes and then move on to other more difficult, or less favoured areas, 

possibly finishing with an area likely to lead to success to maintain motivation. 

Revision schedules 

Encourage your son/daughter to schedule revision for times when he/she is mentally alert.  Most 

people find their ability to concentrate deteriorates towards the end of the day.  Revising earlier in 

the day makes the most of increased attention and allows the reward of being able to relax after the 

revision is done. 

Testing 

Test your son/daughter or encourage self-testing to see what progress he/she has made at the end 

of a study session.  Students should ask, “What have I just learnt?” and review the material covered 

in the session.  Ideally get your son/daughter to tell you about it.  Merely recognising what has been 

learnt is not enough, your son/daughter should be able to reproduce it without the aid of the book or 

notes, and should be able to answer questions which test this knowledge. 
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Revision Do’s and Don’ts 

Do 

Use your revision checklist to plan which topics to prioritise and to help plan revision.  Ask your 

son/daughter to rate each topic as red, amber or green.  Once the topics have been revised, rate 

the topic again.  Aim for green in all topic areas. 

 

Create a realistic timetable that allows time for relaxation and enjoyment each day as well as getting 

the revision done. 

 

Encourage your son/daughter to revise using his/her preferred style.  There are lots of different 

methods to try: mind maps, diagrams, colour, mnemonics, recording him/herself and listening back 

to it, rewriting a favourite song using revision notes for a topic as the words, walking around while 

revising or a combination of all of these ideas. 

 

Don’t 

Insist he/she just keeps going!  Your son/daughter will need regular breaks.  When the mind is tired 

or too distracted it is harder to concentrate and memorisation becomes very difficult.  There may 

come a time when continuing into the evening is counter-productive if nothing is going in. 

 

Get cross if your son/daughter doesn’t know it.  Focus instead on helping him/her to find ways to 

remember.  Your child will quickly switch off if you are over-critical. 

 

Don’t spend so long on creating a revision timetable that you don’t get around to revising! 
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Using learning styles to help revision 

Knowing your own learning preferences can help you to work out how you might best revise. 

Remember, many of us work well with more than one learning style 

 

Visual learners 

 Draw pictures and diagrams 

 Colour code work 

 Use different coloured paper / pens 

 Use their own system of symbols 

 

 

Auditory 

learners 

 Say their work aloud 

 Give presentations to an imaginary audience 

 Record notes on a phone or other device 

 Use silly noises to remember things 

 Hear the information in their mind 

 

 

Kinaesthetic learners 

 Do actions to help learn key facts 

 Walk about/throw/kick a ball when learning 

 Find it harder to sit at a desk 

 Add emotions and textures to exaggerate information 

 Try to experience what they are learning 
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How should your son/daughter revise? 

There is no right or wrong way to revise.  Ideally in years 7,8 and 9 your son/daughter should be 

trying out different ways to work out which one is best for him/her. 

1. Use cards 

Help your son/daughter to write questions on one side of a card and answers on the other.  Merely 

creating the cards will help, but they can also be used in spare time, taken on journeys etc so that 

your son/daughter can test him/herself.  Remember these could be made as your son/daughter 

goes through the year so that they are ready for end of year exams. 

 

2. Mind map 

 

 Start with the theme in the middle of the page 

 Then develop the main idea 

 Each branch must relate to the branch before it 

 Use only key words/images/dates 

 Key words mush be written along the branches 

 Printing key words in capital letters can make them more memorable 

 Use highlighters and coloured markers to colour code branches 

 Make things stand out on the page so that they stand out in the mind.  Use a different colour 

for each branch and all its sub-branches 

 Brainstorm ideas with your son/daughter.  Be creative 
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3. Read intelligently 

Spend five minutes with your son/daughter flipping through his revision notes looking at 

headings and summaries.  Then get him/her to talk to you or mind-map what he/she can 

remember about this topic. 

 

4. Physical learning 

Use the parts of the body 

Parts of the body are extremely helpful as triggers to the memory as it will be in the exam room 

with your son/daughter!  Each hand could represent a topic and each finger or segment of 

finger, a fact.  Looking at a particular fingernail/knuckle could be used to trigger memories.  You 

can also use the whole body.  Learn the 6 oceans for example by linking them to the head, feet, 

body, legs and both arms.  This can also help you to remember where they are. 

Use motor memory 

 

Use the environment 

Some people find it helpful to use a different room for each subject.  Attach post-it notes to the 

furniture.  Notice their location.  Encourage your son/daughter to associate a different location 

with each subject and different items of furniture, windows, plants, doors, ornaments etc with 

different topics or facts. 

Using motor-memory 

The garden can also be extremely helpful, particularly for students who like to move around.  

Associate different parts of the garden with different facts – for example different biomes (desert, 

rainforest, grassland etc) and then give your son/daughter facts about the different biomes and 

get him/her to race to the right one shouting out the answer. Once learned, the different areas of 

the garden can be used to associate facts with those areas by doing actions and shouting out 

responses. 

Motor-memory can also be used inside.  The stairs can be helpful when learning a series of 

events in history for example, or learning geographical facts about the UK etc.  Your 

son/daughter could move up or down the stairs describing events in order and could move to 

finding the right step to order events and then producing the whole sequence from memory. 

 

 

Use clothes 

Encourage your son/daughter to associate items of clothing with topics in learning.  A shoe 

could represent one fact, each button on a shirt could represent a fact.  Clothes with patterns, 

pockets and buttons are especially helpful, or clothes which are associated with a particular 

activity or holiday. 
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5. Condense 

Fitting notes onto one side of paper makes them easier to learn, so encourage your 

son/daughter to try to do this. 

6. Highlight 

Highlight key areas using colours and symbols.  Visuals help to remember facts. 

7. Record 

Put important facts on an ipod/phone or other device.  Reading aloud can help facts to register.  

When your son/daughter listens to a recording, stop it and see if he/she can remember what 

comes next.   

8. Use online quiz sites 

Use online quiz sites such as quizlet.com to create tests of key facts or dates for example in 

history.  You do not need to pay to create the quizzes and just need to ensure that you can 

remember the title of your quizzes to reuse them later.  This can be used with a variety of 

activities and can be a good way of encouraging a reluctant reviser who is keen on technology 

to do some extra practice.  These can be created throughout the year and revised regularly. 

9. Test 

See what your son/daughter can remember without his/her notes.  Get him/her to give you a 

lesson about it. 
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Improving memory 

Here is some information on memory which may help your son/daughter and improve your own memory at 

the same time. 

Memory is often blamed for poor academic performance, but actually the issue is often with a faulty input 

and storage system.  There is a big difference between short and long term memory.  If you can study a 

topic one evening and remember it the next morning, do not be fooled into thinking that you will remember 

it accurately in two weeks’ or two months’ time. 

To improve long term memory, the key is the efficiency of the input system or mental filing system that we 

use.  Channelling information into long-term memory frees up the short term memory.  It is based on the 

creation of patterns and the avoidance of randomness. 

Chunking 

The average person can only hold 7 items in short term memory.  Grouping items into chunks can increase 

capacity.  This is generally used for remembering numbers (and why phone numbers are grouped) but can 

also be applied to listings in other subjects. 

Repetition 

Studies show that 66% of information is forgotten within the next 7 days if it is not reviewed again by the 

student and that 88% is gone after 6 weeks unless it is reviewed.  Don’t make life more difficult by having to 

relearn information: build time into your revision schedule to review material covered and prevent the need 

to relearn it again before the exam. 

Application and Association 

The best way to put information into the long term memory is to organise it into meaningful associations.  

Link it to existing information and topics and create vivid personal examples which act as mental hooks or 

cues for recalling material in the future.  If you learn a new formula/verb/rule try to put it into practice 

immediately with a relevant example, or explain it to someone else. 

Use of mnemonics and acrostics 

These are word games and can be used with great imagination to good effect.  For example, stalagtites 

(come down from the ceiling and hold on tight) and stalagmites (go up from the ground).  You can also use 

phrases such as Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain to learn the colours of the rainbow (red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet) and MRS GREN to learn the 7 characteristics of living organisms 

(Movement, Respiration, Sensitivity, Growth, Reproduction, Excretion, Nutrition) etc.  Your son/daughter 

can make up sentences to help/him her e.g. Every Good Boy Deserves Fun to remember a series of 

musical notes. 

Rhyme-Keys 

First, memorise key words that can be associated with numbers 

e.g. bun = one, shoe = two, tree = three, door = four etc

Now use them to remember items.  In this example the four basic food groups, dairy products; meat, fish 

and poultry; grains and fruit and vegetables 
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Think of a cheese bun (one) 

Livestock with shoes on (two) 

A sack of grain suspended in a tree (three) 

A door to a room stocked with fruits and vegetables (four) 

The method of loci (for about 20 items, good for kinaesthetic learners) 

Select any location your son/daughter has spent a lot of time in and knows well.  Imagine walking through 

the location selecting clearly defined places – the door, sofa, refrigerator etc.  Imagine putting objects that 

you need to remember in each of these places by walking through this location in a direct path.  You need 

to always imagine walking along the same standard path. 

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Richard Nixon – you could imagine walking up to the door of 

your location and seeing a dollar bill stuck on the door, when you open the door Jefferson is reclining on 

the sofa and Nixon is eating out of the refrigerator. 

The keyword method (for foreign language vocabulary) 

Think carefully about the foreign language word you need to remember.  Now select a key word in English 

that sounds like the foreign word.  Next imagine an image which involves the key word with the English 

meaning of the foreign word. 

For example, consider the Spanish word “cabina” which means phone booth.  For the English word you 

might think of a “cab in a”  You could then invent an image of a cab trying to fit in a phone booth.  When 

you see the word cabina in the test you should remember the image of the cab and retrieve the definition 

“Phone booth”. 

The image-name technique (for remembering names) 

Invent any relationship between the name and the physical characteristics of a person.  For example if you 

had to remember the name Shirley Temple you might put this into your long term memory by noticing that 

she has curly (rhymes with Shirley) hair around her temples. 

Chaining (for ordered or unordered lists) 

Create a story where each word or idea you have to remember cues the next idea you need to recall.  If 

you had to remember the words Napoleon, ear, door and Germany you could invent a story of Napoleon 

with his ear to a door listening to people speak in German. 
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Exam day 

Make sure your son/daughter gets a good night’s sleep.  Don’t be tempted to let him/her stay up later to do 

extra last minute revision – this is counter-productive, whereas a fresh mind will be of much greater benefit. 

 

Check that your son/daughter has all his/her equipment ready: pens, pencils, ruler, rubber and maybe a 

calculator for maths etc. 

 

Think positively: remind your son/daughter of the good things (what he/she knows well, the revision that 

he/she has completed) rather than dwelling on areas of weakness.  Having self-confidence will help your 

son/daughter to trust his/her judgement. 

 

Remember, the exams are designed to show us what you know. 
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Appendix D:  Supporting your son/daughter with revision in years 10 and 11 

All the advice and guidance in appendix C is still very valid.  Additionally, your son/daughter may find the following top tips helpful. 
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Appendix E:  Activities you could try in a one-to-one literacy tutorial: a simple checklist and some ideas 
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When deciding what to do in a tutorial, identify the appropriate next stage for the student.  Look at some examples of written work in different subjects.  Are 

there any identifiable areas of weakness?   If the basic skills are not a particular problem, look at the higher level skills towards the end of this list. 

Area of weakness 

 

Things you might try 

Handwriting is untidy or hard to 

read. 

Look for simple things that might help. 

Is the pen good enough? Are they applying a sensible amount of pressure?  Are they holding it 

appropriately?  Are they rushing? 

Are all letters formed correctly?  For example do letters such as “g” or “y” sit on the line properly? 

Not all students use a cursive or joined up style, but joining letters does help because it encourages a child 

to think in terms of letter groups or clusters. 

Practising writing a short passage and getting the handwriting clear and legible will help.  If you spot more 

serious issues refer to the Learning Support team for guidance. 

 

Simple punctuation is not in 

place. 

Start with capital letters and full stops. 

Does the student know where they should go? 

Ask them to explain what a sentence is.  Do they realise that a sentence should make complete sense on 

its own? 

Ask them to read their work aloud.  Can they see where there is a change of subject, requiring a new 

sentence?   

Ask them to correct missing capitals and full stops, then write out a correct example in full. 

Reinforce good habits of self-correction.  Students should use the correct punctuation as they go along,  
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Area of weakness 

 

Things you might try 

There are a number of 

spelling errors. 

 

Ask the student to read through their work.  Are there mistakes they know they have made?  Ask them to make 

the corrections. 

Try to identify why they have made the errors.  Are they silly errors that can be avoided easily? 

Are they new words or words they have not yet learnt how to spell?   

Show them how to use a dictionary.  There are two keys techniques: first, say the word carefully to check they 

know how it should sound; secondly, look for likely combinations.  Students should know that there are different 

ways of spelling the same sound eg sir could be spelt “cer”, “cir” or “sur”. 

When looking at new words identify the key letter clusters that occur elsewhere eg “ough”  Underline them and 

show other examples. 

Are there mistakes with more straightforward words? 

Look out for specific issues.  Are there spelling rules the student does not know?  For example doubling the final 

consonant when adding “ed”.  Try to identify the rule and discuss examples. 

Some words do not obey spelling rules and simply have to be learned.  High frequency words should be put in 

context.  Look at mistakes like “where” for “were”.  Can the student identify and explain the error? 

When working on spellings it is good practice for the student to write the word in the margin and once in the back 

of their books.  This means they see the word in context, and create their own spelling list.   

Spellings need to be learned, using the “Look, cover, write, check” method.   

Students need to know what a word looks like.  It may help if you work with them to identify parts of the word – 

prefixes and suffixes – or syllables.  Try to get them to look at the word, commit it to memory, not write it letter by 

letter. 
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Area of weakness Things you might try 

Writing is not logical or 

expression is clumsy. 

Often students will miss out words or write muddled sentences.  Asking them to read their work aloud will help 

them to find the errors for themselves. 

Sentences are incomplete Many students write sentences that do not make complete sense on their own: 

“Walking down the road and feeling happy.” 

The sentence is incomplete.  It lacks a main verb and a subject.  You may be able to explain this, with examples. 

Many students will hear that something is missing when you read it aloud to them, exaggerating the tone of your 

voice so that it sounds incomplete.  Show how to finish the sentence: 

“Walking down the road and feeling happy, I met my friend.” 

The difficult point to remember here is that the subordinate clause (Walking down the road) and the main clause (I 

met a friend) must have the same subject.  Ask “Who was walking down the road?” 

Commas and full stops 

are not used correctly. 

Look at each sentence very closely.  Make sure each sentence has a full stop at the end.  Read it aloud. 

Speech punctuation is 

missing or incorrect. 

There are several rules to remember.  These should be discussed, perhaps by looking at examples in a fiction 

text. 

 Whenever there is a change of speaker start a new paragraph: indent or miss a line.

 There should always be a piece of punctuation before the close of speech marks.

 “He said” is not a sentence; it is linked to the rest a sentence by a comma.
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“Hello,” he said.  “How are you?” 

“Fine,” she replied.   

He looked at her and said, “Well, you don’t look it!” 
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Areas for improvement Things you might try 

Sentences are unvaried – 

many are the same length 

or start in the same way.  

These points apply particularly to creative writing. 

Ask the student to look at the number of sentences that start in the same way.  For example many might start “It”, 

“He” or “The”.  Then ask them to rearrange the sentences or use different vocabulary to make it more interesting.   

Ask them to start with adjectives: 

“The waves broke on the sand.”   >   “White and blue waves broke on the sand.” 

Ask them to start with a verb ending “ed”: 

“In the corner of the room was a body.”   >   “Slumped in the corner of the room was a body.” 

Ask them to start with a preposition: 

“Beneath the shade of the trees, she sat and waited.” 

Ask them to start with a verb ending “ing”: 

“I opened the door and went into the room.”   >  “Opening the door, I went into the room.” 

Ask them to start with an adverb: 

“Carefully opening the door, I went into the room.” 
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Areas for improvement Things you might try 

There is little variety of 

sentence structure.  

Encourage the student to add extra information to a sentence by using complex sentences.  Complex sentences 

have more than one idea, linked by joining words (connectives or conjunctions) or punctuation. 

I went to school.  I was feeling tired.  I was also rather scared. 

This example has three simple sentences.  The following has one, complex sentence. 

Feeling tired, and scared of what I might meet, I went to school. 

Whereas holidaying abroad can be expensive, the weather can be more reliable. 

One good way of encouraging a student to use a variety of sentence structures is to set them a challenge and ask 

them to complete it.  For example, write a story or description using the letters of their name at the start of each 

sentence.  This activity usually leads to discussion about what makes a proper sentence. 

Because I was late, I left home in a hurry.   

Every day was the same.   

Not knowing my train was delayed, I rushed to the station. 

Use this activity to show that subordinate clauses can move around in a sentence: 

I left home in a hurry because I was late. 

Because I was late, I left home in a hurry.   

Both sentences are grammatically correct. 
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Areas for improvement Things you might try 

There is little variety in 

punctuation. 

Using commas, semi-colons and colons correctly can add extra information and subtly change the meaning of a 

sentence.   

Colons introduce information – a list or an explanation. 

I left early: I knew no one and I had a heavy day ahead of me. 

Semi-colons link two sentences that would make sense separately, but work together: 

It was raining; we got wet. 

Semi-colons can also separate longer phrases, where more than a comma is needed: 

I have visited many countries: in Europe, France, Germany and Switzerland; in Asia, China, India and 

Thailand; in the Americas, Mexico, South America and Chile. 

I love travel: seeing new places is exciting; meeting new people, and understanding their culture, is a thrill; 

I hate home. 

In the last example, the passage would read very differently using full stops, but both are grammatically correct. 

I love travel.  Seeing new places is exciting.  Meeting new people, and understanding their culture, is a 

thrill.  I hate home. 

Using the colons and semi-colons shows that all the other points (seeing new places, meeting people, hating 

home) explain why the writer loves travel. 



Appendix F: 

Homework amounts

KS3 Homework 

4 lessons 2 homeworks  

3 lessons   2 homeworks* (tech has 1) 

1.5/2 lessons  1 homework  

1 lesson           1 homework   

Y7 TOTAL = 12.5 per week or 2-3 per night 20-30 mins 

per homework.  Y8 13.5 per week.

KS4 Homework 

Y9: English, Maths and Science -2 lots of homework per week , Option subjects 2, RS/PSHE ½ 

Y10: English, Maths and Science - 2 lots of homework per week, Triple Science 2,  Option subjects 
2, RS/PSHE ½ 

Y11: English, Maths and Science - 2 lots of homework per week, Triple Science 2,  Option subjects 
2, RS/PSHE ½ 
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